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1 SAFETY
1.1 AIM OF THIS DOCUMENT
This document accompanies delivery and is therefore an integral part of the 
equipment. It describes the machine’s design and configuration at the time of 
delivery. 

In the interest of safety, please study this document before installing or operating 
the equipment. 

Instructions relating to safety, handling, operation and maintenance must be 
followed.

Non-compliance can result in serious personal injury or damage to the machinery 
and may invalidate manufacturers’ liabilities and warranties.

This document includes guidance for:

• Installers

• Operators 

• 

Please retain this document throughout the lifetime of the equipment.

1.2 EMPHASISED TEXT
  Caution! Indicates hazards that could result in damage to the equipment.

  Warning! Indicates “potentially” hazardous situations that could result 
in damage to the equipment, serious personal injury or death.

  Danger! Indicates “imminently” hazardous situations that could result 
in damage to the equipment, serious personal injury or death.

  Attention! Indicates important information or instructions that require 
special attention.

1.3 INTENDED USE

for any other use. For further advice please contact a DST representative.

• 

• conditioning of air contaminated with chemicals or aggressive elements

• 

• in rooms or air systems having a potentially explosive atmosphere 

• conditioning of air at elevated pressures

•  
G4 class

• compounds in the air that will possibly deteriorate the silica gel rotor - 
see appendix for detailed information

1.3.1 HAZARDOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operation of the system is deemed to be hazardous if it is:

• not operated inside or is not protected within a weatherproof enclosure.

• 

• 

1.3.2 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OPERATOR
It is the responsibility of the operator of the system to ensure that all personnel 
engaged in the installation, operation, maintenance and service of the equipment 
have read and understood the relevant sections of this manual.

1.3.3 MINIMISING HAZARDS
To ensure that risk to personnel is minimised:

• Ensure that all activities relating to this equipment are carried out by 

• Identify and prevent potential safety hazards in the environment.

To ensure a failure-free operation:

• Keep this manual ready to hand with the unit.

• Use the machine as intended only.

• Only use the machine if it is fully functional.

• Check the condition of the machine before using. 

• 

• Carry out maintenance and testing at prescribed intervals. 

1.4 SAFETY
This equipment conforms to the relevant European regulations and directives and 
is designed and manufactured to be safe and reliable in operation.

The continued safety and reliability of the supplied equipment is entirely dependent 
on its correct handling, installation, operation and maintenance.

1.5 INSPECTION OF GOODS
Check for transportation damage! Use this product only if you assess it as being 
undamaged and faultless. Any damage must be recorded by the forwarder at 
the time of delivery and reported to the supplier of the equipment at the earliest 
opportunity.

 Please check the equipment carefully for damage upon receipt and after removal 
of all packaging.

1.6 SAFETY ADVICE REGARDING TRANSPORTATION
  Warning!

position the unit.

  Warning! If a forklift is used to move the unit, please ensure the load is 
evenly balanced.

  Warning!
secured to the pallet.

  Warning! Evacuate and secure the danger area during lifting and 
positioning of the unit.

1.7 INSTALLATION
  Attention! Installation, testing, commissioning and maintenance must 

person. Wherever possible, all mechanical work must be carried out with 

• 
air conditioning plant and associated systems who

• has completed the appropriate health and safety training

• has read and is familiar with the contents of this manual

• is professionally competent to commission and service this type of 
equipment.

  Caution! The air dryer is designed for internal installation. For external use 
it will require a weatherproof enclosure. 

  Caution! The air dryer must be installed on a horizontal plane.
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  Attention! The air ducts must be vibration-free and sizable enough to 
prevent pressure build-up when conveying the incoming and outgoing air 
from the unit. 

  Attention! The incoming and outgoing outlets on the machine are not 
designed to bear any weight from the air ducts system.

  Attention! The wet air outlet duct must be insulated to prevent condensate 
and ice build-up in cold conditions.

1.8 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
  Attention! Wherever possible, all electrical work must be carried out with 

• 
conditioning plants

• has completed the appropriate health and safety training

• has read and is familiar with the contents of this manual.

  Danger!
terminals may still be live!

  Danger! If working on the unit’s isolation switch, ensure that the electrical 
power is isolated and locked to prevent accidental resetting.

  Danger! Electrical connections are to be made in accordance with local 
regulations.

  Attention! Check that the incoming electrical supply conforms to the 
electrical wiring diagram and the manufacturer’s type plate attached to 
the unit.

  Caution!! Loose terminal connections! Due to vibration during 
transportation it is advised that electrical terminals be checked for security 
and retightened where necessary. The following connecting terminals in the 
electrical control cabinet should be checked periodically and retightened if 
necessary:

• connecting terminals in the main isolator switch

• connecting terminals in main components of the heater circuits

• connecting terminals in main components of the fan circuits

• during installation

• during maintenance

  Caution! Parameters used in the electrical protection and alarm circuits 

in the electrical wiring diagrams, technical data or parameter list.

  Warning! This equipment will contain high voltage electrical components! 

1.9 COMMISSIONING
  Attention!

ear protection if someone are near an operating machine for any length of 
time.

1.10 OPERATION
  Caution! Use the normal shut-down procedure in the operating chapter. 

If switching the unit off in an EMERGENCY, the main isolator switch or 
emergency stop button may be used. However, residual heat from the 
heater elements will remain in the unit and this can result in damage to 
components close to the heater.

  Caution! On no account should the unit be operated without air filters 
installed!

  Caution! Do not expose the unit to an ambient temperature that exceeds 

damage the internal components!

  Caution! Do not process air at a temperature higher than 40°C/104°F. This 
may damage the internal components!

1.11 MAINTENANCE
  Caution! Defective electrical components and defective wiring must be 

replaced immediately. The equipment must not be operated until the defect 
has been repaired and the unit has been retested.

  Caution! For maintenance purposes, use the normal shut-down procedure 
as described in the operating chapter and allow the system to cool down 
before attempting to access internal components. 

  Danger! To prevent unintentional restart, ensure that the main isolator 

  Attention! Advise all operating and maintenance personnel of the 
automatic restart function if applicable.

  Attention! Pay attention to accessibility requirements for maintenance and 
service purposes.

  Danger!
unit’s refrigerant system. Contact a DST representative for any questions 

  Caution! The operation of all electrical safety devices is to be checked at 
commissioning and during service/maintenance. Under no circumstances 

  Caution! Do not expose the unit to water jets during the washing-down 
procedure!

  Caution! Do not wash the rotor!

  Warning! Allow the fans to come to a complete stop and the unit to be 
isolated from the electrical supply before removing any panels!

  Warning! The unit is equipped with a heating element. Do not touch the 
equipment whilst it is hot. Allow the unit to cool for at least 30 minutes before 
any service or maintenance is performed.

  Danger! Manually isolate the unit from the electrical supply by turning the 
main isolator to“OFF”  and secure it with a lock pad before conducting any 
type of service and maintenance work on the unit

1.12 DISPOSAL/RECYCLING
When the unit is no longer in use, dismantle the unit and recycle the components 
according to local regulations. Contact a DST representative if you have any 
questions.
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 TYPE PLATE OVERVIEW

1. Model designation

2. Serial number

3. Electrical supply information

4. Regeneration heater power

RECUSORB DR-50R
Nr DR-50R.0000XXX

Electric heater P nom 4 kW

3 x 400V ~ 50Hz
P motors   0.23kW
P tot           4.3 kW
I  tot           10  A

Seibu Giken DST AB
Avestagatan 33
16353 SPÅNGA, Sweden

FIGURE 1:  Type plate

2.2 MODEL DESIGNATION

1. Principle type

2. Model name

3. Regeneration heater type - the type of heater the unit is 
equipped with.*

R
G = Gas
S = Steam

HW = Hot water
WW = Warm water
D = Diesel
O = Oil

RECUSORB RLZ-102R

FIGURE 2:  Model name

2.3 SERIAL NUMBER STRUCTURE

current structure.

1. 

2. aa

SP = Special

Note:

3. bbbbbbb

001, 002, 003, 004... n

Nr DR-50aa.bbbbbbb

FIGURE 3:  Serial number structure

2.4 OTHER UNIT INFORMATION
In the appendix, a component list details spare parts with articlenumbers as well as the electrical diagram number for the electrical box. If there is a special unit with custom-
installed components that list will include a list of installed options.
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3 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
3.1 PRODUCT OVERVIEW

1 2

9

8
7

4

3

6

510

11
1. Regeneration fan
2. Control panel
3. Process fan
4. Dry air out
5. 
6. Process air in
7. Regeneration heater
8. Rotor
9. 
10. Regeneration air in
11. Wet air out

FIGURE 4:  Product overview

3.2 APPLICATIONS
DST desiccant-type dehumidifiers are normally used where dry air is essential to the various manufacturing processes used in chemical, pharmaceutical, food or 
confectionery industries, or where a dry environment is required for the storing and handling of moisture-sensitive products and raw materials.

3.3 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
process air, is dried as it passes 

, is used to heat the rotor material to drive the adsorbed moisture vapour from the desiccant. The moisture 
which is removed from the process air is transferred over to the other sector as the rotor slowly turns.

1. Wet air outlet
2. Regeneration air fan
3. Regeneration sector 
4. Purge sector
5. Regeneration heater
6. Dry air outlet
7. Process air fan
8. Rotor motor
9. Process sector
10. Rotor
11. Process air inlet
12. Regeneration air in
13. Desorption process
14. Adsorption process
15. Water molecule
16. Silica gel

3 4
5

7

2

1

11

12

910 8

6

13

14

16

15

RECUSORB Light 

FIGURE 5: Principle of operation & rotor
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4 INSTALLATION
4.1 UNIT INSTALLATION

Note: Use the installation guidelines as a reference only.

4.1.1 FORK LIFTING

• 

• 

• Units equipped with handles are very heavy. Do not lift the unit single-handedly! Always ask for assistance or use lifting aid!

FIGURE 6: Forks in contact with both sides of the frame.

FIGURE 7:  Units with handles

4.1.2 TRANSPORT

Note:

• Secure any panels, doors or loose equipment.

• Keep the unit balanced at all times when moving the unit.

• See safety chapter regarding lifting safety.

FIGURE 8:  Exercise caution when lifting and transport a unit

See  for weight information.

4.1.3 POSITIONING
Position the machine with adequate working space around the unit to allow inspection and service. Size of unit and the position of the access panels/doors vary depending on 
the model. To avoid incorrect positioning, see the dimensional drawing in the appendix for service space and foot bolt-hole dimensions.

4.2 GENERAL DUCT WORK INSTALLATION

for more information.
• 

• 

• 

• 
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• Install dry air out duct/channel at a high level. 

• 

• Allow wet air to disperse freely when exiting the duct.

• It is recommended to insulate the wet air duct.

• 

• 

• 

FIGURE 9:  Installation of wet air out duct

4.3 DAMPER INSTALLATION

Inlet/Outlet side Install dampers See  for troubleshooting.

See  for function description.

See  for recommended pressure setting.

Regeneration air inlet

Wet air outlet

Process air inlet

Dry air outlet

4.4 HUMIDISTAT/ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER INSTALLATION
Install the humidistat/electronic controller away from the dry air out path to avoid false readings.

FIGURE 10:  Humidistat positioning

4.5 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
Electrical components should be connected to the supply according to the local regulations and requirements.

4.5.1 POWER SUPPLY
The incoming three-phase cable with L1, L2 and L3 are directly connected to the main switch and PE-cable connected to the earth bar.

The electrical feed must be provided on-site in accordance with the electrical diagram and local requirements.

See electrical diagram for a detailed layout and description.

4.5.2 EARTH LEAKAGE CIRCUIT BREAKER
Due to the high capacitive currents present in the AC drive, earth leakage circuit breakers may not function properly. 

Note: This is only applicable if the unit is equipped with a frequency converter.
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4.5.3 HUMIDISTAT CONNECTIONS

See electrical diagram for connections.

See for more details.

4.5.4 
Units with optional connections points for an electronic humidity controller or another regulator signal is marked on the electrical diagram.

See for more details.

See electrical diagram for connections.

4.5.5 REMOTE CONTROL
The unit has a connection point for a remote switch. 

See electrical diagram for connections details.

See for more details.

4.5.6 
Potential free contacts are marked on the electrical diagram for connecting external indicators. These indicators are used to transmit signals to a remote centre, to indicate if 
unit or fans are still in operation.

Standard indicator
• Alarm indicator
• Run indicator*
• Regeneration fan indicator*
• Process fan indicator*

Optional indicators (N/A for certain units)
• 
• 
• MAN/AUTO indicator

Each indicator, standard or optional, are marked on the electrical diagram to indicate whether it is a normally closed or a normally opened circuit.
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5 OPERATION CHECK & ADJUSTMENT
5.1 

Danger!

1. Inspect and clean the inside of the unit from foreign objects such as rags, tools, particles of metal, and such, that may pose damage to the inside of the unit.

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. .

7. 
located onto the earth strap or earth terminal provided.

8. Check that the rating of the electrical supply fuses is correct, see wiring diagram.

5.2 
1. Close and secure all access doors

2. Switch the main switch to “I” and check the supply voltage is correct.

3. “9 
. See on “Start” and “Stop”.

4. 

5. Check the operation of fault alarms by temporarily reducing the setpoints of alarm giving thermostats and motor protectors. Do not forget to reset to the original 
settings according to technical data and electrical diagram.

6. 
by closing down on the respective balance damper.

7. If connected, check remote control operation.

8. 

9. If connected, check humidistat/electronic humidity controller function.
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6 OPERATING
6.1 CONTROL PANEL

12 13 14

1. [TH1] - Safety thermostat for regeneration heater - Reset switch
2. [TH2] - Control thermostat for regeneration heater
3. [TH3] - Safety thermostat for wet air outlet - Reset switch
4. Electronic controller* / Humidistat*
5. Run time meter
6. [OFF RESET/ON] - ON/OFF switch**
7. [AUTO/MAN] - Mode switch for AUTO or MAN
8. [HEATER] - Switch for selecting heater power
9. [MAIN] - Main isolation switch

10. [EMERGENCY] - Emergency stop button
11. [ALARM] - General alarm light
12.

13. [FILTER PROCESS]
14. [FILTER REG]

FIGURE 11: Control panel
Note:

6.2 START
Start the unit.

1. Turn [MAIN]-switch to “I”.
2. Turn [AUTO/MAN]
3. Select capacity by choose the output on [HEATER] switch.
4. Turn [0/1] to “1” and the unit starts running.

Caution!

6.3 STOP
Unit will shut down.

1. Turn [0/1] to “0”.

Caution!

6.4 RESET BUTTONS & SWITCHES
Fuses, overheat protections or motor protectors are found inside the electrical cabinet. The position and denotation of the devices may vary depending on the unit and 

Reset is only required when a operation is halted by hardware failure or triggered a safety mechanism. See troubleshooting for more information.

See the electrical diagram for correct layout and information of the reset devices.
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7 FUNCTIONS
7.1 DEHUMIDIFICATION FUNCTION

selectable option to set the ventilation modes during automatic mode is also possible.

FIGURE 12:  Illustration of automatic and manual functions

7.1.1 AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL
Main operation control is operated by selecting automatic or manual mode on the [AUTO/MAN]-switch. 

AUTOMATIC [AUTO]

MANUAL [MAN]

Note: Electrical heater output is selectable. Available for certain models only. See .

Note: AUTO-mode is only operable when a humidistat/regulator signal is connected.

Note:

7.1.2 VENTILATION MODES

when the humidity rises above the setpoint on the humidistat or regulator signal.

•  AUTO-VENT

• AUTO-ECO VENT*

• AUTO-OFF is not a ventilation mode, unit stops all fans and is powered down to a sleep mode. 

Note:
potential residual heat from the heaters. See cooling down timer in 

Note: Factory default setting on ventilation mode varies among models. For units with PLC, mode is adjusted in the 
PLC. For units without PLC, change the mode by changing the terminal link wire inside the electrical cabinet. See 
electrical diagram for default ventilation mode on the unit.

ON OFF Timed-controlled Process fan Regeneration fan Regeneration heater Rotor motor

FIGURE 13: Ventilation modes for automatic control
The default time setting for the process fan is: ON OFF
setting applies.

Note: AUTO ECO VENT is an option but it is included for DC/DR-50 and RL-60/61/71 when Energy saving 2 or 3 is selected.

7.1.3 HUMIDISTAT CONNECTION
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Two-step humidistat One-step humidistat

See electrical diagram for details and connections.

Mode Humidistat inputs Heater output Humidistat input Heater output

1 Full power Full power

2 Humidistat step 2 (Opened) Reduced power*

3 Humidistat step 2 (Opened)
Humidistat step 1 (Opened) Humidistat (Opened)

7.1.4 
Note: Option

Electronic humidity controller Regulator signal Capacity output
See electrical diagram for customer connection.

EH3 T2/others 0...10VDC 0...100%

See  for more feature description.

7.2 REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH
Connections for a external power switch is available as standard. The remote power switch allows the user to shut down or turn on the unit from another location.

Note: The external power switch overrides the manual and automatic mode and must be restored to start the unit.

See electrical diagram for connections.

7.3 TEMPERATURE SAFETY DEVICES
Integral “fail-safe” temperature devices will protect the unit from damage caused by component failure, incorrect settings or abnormal operating conditions.

Type Thermostat function Thermostat description Thermostat location Reset is required
TH1 Safety thermostat An overheat protection device that stops the unit if the 

temperature exceeds the set limit
Inside the regeneration heater 
compartment

Yes

TH2 Control thermostat A device that controls the set regeneration temperature Inside the regeneration heater 
compartment

No

TH3 Safety thermostat An overheat protection device that stops the unit if the 
temperature exceeds the set limit

In the proximity of wet air outlet Yes

Units with PLC Units without PLC

See  for default temperature 
settings.

Two shielded electronic sensors, programmed on 
PLC as TH2 and TH3. Reset TH3 on PLC. 

Mechanical thermostat TH1* – reset on thermostat.

Only mechanical thermostats installed - TH1, TH2 and TH3

Mechanical thermostat TH1* and TH3 - reset on 
thermostats.

See electrical diagram for the location of the thermostats.

Attention!

Attention!

7.4 

indicator lights up if the pressure is not adjusted. See troubleshooting for more information.

Note: The alarm will not stop the unit.

Note:  for solutions.
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7.5 REGENERATION AIRFLOW GUARD

recommended. See for default setting.

to locate 
the issue.
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8 OPTION & ACCESSORY
8.1 FILTER GUARD

FIGURE 14: FIGURE 15: FIGURE 16: Manometer - mekanisk filtervakt 
(Magnehelic)

8.2 ROTATION GUARD
A safe guard feature that stops the unit from overheating in case of a sudden stop in the rotor rotation. The rotation guard will stop the unit and turn on an alarm indicator or 
display an error message on the PLC.

Note: Included in Energy saving 2 and 3.

8.3 FREQUENCY CONVERTER TO FANS

See electrical diagram for more information and location of the frequency converter.

Note: Due to the high capacitive currents present in the AC drive, earth current leakage breaker may not function properly.

8.4 INSULATION

8.5 

Note: A frequency converter may be required for certain models.

8.6 ENERGY SAVING

Energy saving 1:

Energy saving 2:
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8.7 HUMIDITY CONTROLLER

electrical box next to the control panel or loose device for on-site installation.

See 

FIGURE 17: EH3 T2

48
Hand

EH4
Electronic humidistat

FIGURE 18: EH4

Note: Data sheet and user’s manual is available separately. 

8.8 AUTO/ECO VENT

The default time setting for the process fan is: ON OFF
setting applies.

Note: Included in Energy saving 2.

8.9

Add-on modules allows, e.g. remote control using modbus, ethernet using TCP/IP modbus or modem control.

FIGURE 19: C4 PLC with 5.7" color touchscreen
Consult a DST representative for more information.
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9 TROUBLESHOOTING
9.1 ERROR CODES

below for error codes.

CODE EXPLANATION CAUSE SOLUTION

If the unit stops and 
the ALARM-light is lit.

Process fan overloaded.
Regeneration fan 
overloaded. Short-circuit or fan malfunction.

Check fan.
Check setpoint of F1/F2 or Q1/Q2.

Regeneration air thermostat 
TH1 has tripped.
Regeneration heater 
overloaded.
Note: Not applicable when 

TH1 setting incorrect.

Incorrect shut down.

Excessive regeneration heater power.
Regeneration heater malfunction.

Check TH1 setting.
Check correct operation of TH1.
Reset TH1 - reset F3 - F5.

Check TH2 setting.
Check and replace heater.

Overload in the transformer. Short-circuit or transformer malfunction. Check transformer.

Wet air thermostat tripped 

TH3 setting incorrect.

Excessive regeneration heater power .
Incorrect or intermittent rotor rotation.

Check TH3 setting.

Check TH2 setting.
Check rotor drive system.

Check process inlet moisture content.
Check RH controller setpoint/output control signal.

Rotation guard sensor has 
not detected movement 

Rotor drive system failure.
Sensor failure or incorrect clearance.

Check clearance gap between sensor and rotor marker.
Turn the [0/1]-switch to “0”-position and main switch to “0/
OFF”-position to restore.

Frequency converter alarm.
Note: Option

Frequency converter internal alarm activated Refer to converter manual for fault code explanation.

EMERGENCY 
STOP BUTTON is lit. Operation terminated.

Emergency button activated. Pull the emergency button to restore.
Turn the [0/1]-switch to “0”-position to restore.

The unit is running 

light is lit .
Note: Applicable for 
RL-61/71 only.

Internal pressure balance is 
not optimal. 

The negative pressure on the regeneration air 

on  

Throttle the damper on regeneration air in or dry air out until 

more frequently.

Note: Top panel must be mounted during testing to avoid  

FIGURE 20:  Troubleshooting table and solution

9.2 GENERAL TROUBLESHOOTING
Check for following if the unit will not start-up.

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION

Unit will not start. None of the light 
indicators are on. 

No power to unit.
No power to control circuit.
The emergency stop button is 
active.

Check remote control is set to ‘On/Run’ position.
Check all circuit breakers are set to ‘Start/On’ position.
Pull the emergency stop button and then turn the operating switch to “0” .

The ALARM-light is on but the unit will 
not start.

Alarm circuit is preventing 
start-up.

Check TH1 & TH3 thermostats are set.
Check all circuit breakers are set to ‘Start/On’ position.
Check fan motor overloads are set to ‘Start/On’ position.

not appear to be operating.
A circuit is preventing 
operation.

Operation can be checked by lowering control setpoint or switching to ‘manual’ operation.
Check remote control is set to ‘On/Run’ position and if the cable is undamaged.

FIGURE 21:  General troubleshooting table and solution
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9.3 CAPACITY TROUBLESHOOTING

PROBLEM OBSERVATION SOLUTION

maintain required condition or 
achieve expected performance, 
despite being operated at full 
power.

Dry air outlet duct is warm and wet 

Check actual moisture load against calculated design moisture load.
Check controller setpoint/output signal.

Check rotor alignment and condition of radial and peripheral rotor seals.

Check regeneration heater operation.
Check controller setpoint/output signal.
Check TH2 setting.

Dry air outlet duct is cold, wet air outlet Check rotor rotation.

The regeneration heater light indicator is 

Check pressure switch and setting. Note: N/A for R-51/60.
Check regeneration fan.
Check TH2 thermostat and setting.
Check TRIAC and cooling fan.

detected.

Fan is not rotating in direction indicated by 
arrow on fan motor casing. The incoming 
phase supply is incorrect.

Isolate mains electrical power supply to the unit.
Change over two of the three incoming phase supply wires. Re-check fan rotation.

FIGURE 22:  Capacity troubleshooting and solution table
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10 MAINTENANCE
10.1 REGULAR SERVICE INTERVAL

Service time
Run time in hours (x1000) 0 4' 8' 12' 16' 20' 24' 28' 32' 36' 40' 44' 48'
Calender time in months 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

Clean and inspect the unit

Inspect fan -  replace if necessary

Inspect features and functionality

Inspect electric, feature, cables and eletrical components - replace if worn or damaged

Inspect access panels, locks and panel seals - replace if necessary

Inspect duct and duct connections

Inspect heater and cooler

Inspect humidistat/humidity sensor - replace if necessary

Inspect rotor motor - replace if necessary

Inspect radial & peripheral seals - replace if worn or damaged

Check operation of geared drive motor, drive pully, belt/chain, rotor - adjust as neccessary

Inspect condenser*

Inspect evaporator*

Inspect compressor*

Inspect cooling system*

Function test on thermostats

Function test on the freeze alarm

Function test on rotation guard alarm, check and adjust sensor clearance

Function test on  damper, actuator and valves

Function test on post-cooling function

FIGURE 23:  Service chart

Danger!

10.2 WASHING THE ROTOR

after treatment. In all normal applications however it must be emphasised that washing of the rotor should be considered as a last resort having alleviated all other possible 

Caution!
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11 TECHNICAL DATA

1

2

3

6

The content of in this document may be subject to change without prior notice. For 
questions and comments regarding the content in this document, please send it to

Seibu Giken DST AB, ATT: Documentation, Avestagatan 33, 163 53 SPÅNGA, 
SWEDEN.

E-mail: info@dst-sg.com, subject: Documentation.

RL-61 RL-61L

Capacity

Capacity [kg/h] 1 7.5 11
2 1300 1800

External static pressure dry air [Pa] 2 200 200
2 280 420

External static pressure wet air [Pa] 2 300 300

Regeneration heater - Electric

Heater power [kW] 9 13.5

Number of electric heater steps 2 2

Heating power in steps [kW] 1/2 - 4,5 
2/2 - 9

1/2 - 9 
2/2 - 13.5

Heating power with linear control [kW] 0-9 0-13.5

Humidistat 2 opens and reduce the power to [kW] 4.5 9

Total power - Electrical

Total motor power [kW] 1.12 2.05

Total power [kW] 10.12 15.55

Other electrical information

Supply fuse 3x400V/50Hz [A] 25 25

Humidistat connection 230VAC 230VAC

Humidistat supply current [A] < 1 < 1

Temperature setpoint settings

Overheat protection TH1 [°C] 190 190

Thermostat TH2 [°C] 160 160

Overheat protection TH3 [°C] 80 80

Temperature limits

Max. process air inlet temperature [°C] 40 40

Max. operating temperature [°C] 50 50

Min. operating temperature [°C] -20 -20

Other technical data

F7/F7 F7/F7
6 200/250 200/250

70 70

Delta P - Process/Regeneration [Pa] 30 30
3 - -

Regeneration air fan delay [min] 10 10

Weight [kg] 130 132
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Substance Note Chemical
formula Cause

1 Oil vapor N/A Cloggs the micro pores on the silica gel/zeolite.
2 Ammonia 2ppm and above, prolonged exposure NH3
3 Amine RNH2
4 Hydrogen fluoride HF Corrodes the silica gel/zeolite.
5 Sodium hydroxide High concentration NaOH Dissolves the silica gel/zeolite.
6 Potassium hydrate High concentration KOH
7 Lithium chloride LiCl
8 Sodium chloride NaCl
9 Potassium chloride KCl
10 Calcium chloride CaCl
11 Magnesium chloride MgCl
12 Aluminum chloride AlCl3
13 Seawater N/A
14 Strong acid pH=3 and below N/A Deteriorates the honeycomb's physical structure.
15 Plasticizer N/A Cloggs the micro pores on the silica gel/zeolite.

16 Nitrogen oxides High concentration, excessive exposure NOx

17 Sulfur oxides High concentration, excessive exposure SOx

18 High-temperature steam Exposod to vapor of 100  and above. N/A Cracks occurs on the honyecomb.
19 Heat solubility dust N/A Dust covers the silica gel/zeolite surface.

There is no guarantee that other substances beyond this list may reduce the dehumidification performance or damage the silica gel/zeolite.

Harmful chemicals and solvents for rotors
SEIBU GIKEN CO.,LTD.

Reduced performance and/or rotor degradation is possible when adsorping the following substances.

Degrades the silica gel/zeolite.

Cloggs the micro pores on the silica gel/zeolite.

Deteriorates the honeycomb's physical structure.

Compounds-EN v1.1 RevE
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